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480-297-8232

Find Healing at Skye Therapy

~A unique therapy for unique people who want to live more peacefully~

 

Animal-Assisted Psychotherapy
 

HOME CLIENTELE RESOURCES BENEFITS OF AAT ADDITIONAL SERVICES CONTACT US FACEBOOK MORE

tel:480-297-8232
https://www.skyetherapy.com/
https://www.skyetherapy.com/clientele
https://www.skyetherapy.com/resources
https://www.skyetherapy.com/benefits-of-aat
https://www.skyetherapy.com/additional-services
https://www.skyetherapy.com/contact-us
https://www.facebook.com/Skye-Therapy-Solutions-PLLC-376642292475435/
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Why Equine-Assisted Therapy?
Chief Executive Officer

Horses are healing animals who can bring about
change in a person with little e�ort. Horses re�ect
back to us what we are projecting to the world
through our behaviors. 

The sessions consist of completing non-riding
tasks with the horses as a skilled masters level
therapist guides them through the healing
process.

Why Animal-Assisted Therapy?
Marketing Director

Animals can create an environment of safety
where some clients don't feel safe. Kona and
Breeze, the therapy dogs are gentile companions
who o�er extra support in therapy sessions. 

Some clients lay with the dogs during the entire
session as this makes it easier for them to talk
more openly. Some help train the dogs to do new
tasks which helps to build con�dence. Kona can
be a bit anxious at times and it helps if the clients
see how he comforts himself so they can better
learn to self-soothe. 

What is Equine-Assisted Therapy?

Equine-assisted therapy is a form of experiential therapy when traditional therapy is unsuccessful.

Jacqueline is a Licensed Professional Counselor and a National Certified Counselor who uses her own individual model (in
development) of treatment for children called the Icarus Model. She currently conducts research with colleagues to show the

effectiveness of equine-assisted psychotherapy to improve her practice model.

Jacqueline has had over 25 yrs experience riding and training horses. She sees safety as the first priority as working with horses can
be dangerous. She has been practicing equine-assisted therapy for years and has had many successful outcomes in fewer sessions
than traditional therapy. Since she is an empath she is able to understand the animals and children in a different way which fosters

healing and trust.  
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Psychological Diagnoses Treated:

ADHD
 Attachment Disorders

Depression
Anxiety
ADHD

High functioning Autism/Aspergers
Sensory Disorders

Adjustment Disorders
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How it works

Horses are prey animals so they have to be able to read
people's (predator) feelings in order to stay alive. In the wild
horses read predator's feelings so they can tell if a nearby
predator is hungry or not otherwise they would not be able to
survive. 

For example, if a zebra needed to replenish itself at a watering
hole in Africa it would need to know if the nearby predators are
hungry or not. Once the predators are full the zebra is able to go
to the watering hole with little danger.

Horses are sensitive creatures so they reflect back what social
signals we send as humans. This helps the client to know what
messages they are sending to others and provides the client with
some insight to help reduce their distress.

Horses are congruent animals and if a human is in congruent or
faking an emotion (acting happy when they are sad) the horse
will not let the human come near them. This in
congruence sends off an uncertainty which could put the horse
at risk so they withdraw.  
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Why Use Skye Therapy Solutions
Jacqueline (Johnson) Lauko, NCC, MC, LPC is the founder of this practice.

Jacqui has been counseling children and young adults for over 9 years in Arizona, and has been working with horses for over 25 years. She started out riding for pleasure and

then turned it into a career through offering riding lessons and horse training. Jacqui has been a member of several animal rescues since 2004 and has been studying animal

behavior since she was in high school. Jacqui was initially trained in EAGALA (Equine Assisted Growth and Learning Association) and has attended some Epona workshops.

She is also a board approved licensed clinical supervisor who runs an East Valley Mental Health group for professionals. She is an empath which helps her to understand her

clients a bit faster and really help them progress in a way that fits them best.  

The new state of the art facility is located in a private setting which includes 8-9 ft high block fencing all around to ensure as much confidentiality as possible when working

outside with the animals. There is also a coded gate to ensure the property is secure and there are no unauthorized visitors. Jacqui personally designed the barn and arena to fit

the needs of the horses and clients so they can be comfortable in all weather conditions.

She sees healing as a holistic process which is why she has a team of naturopathic doctors, personal trainers and nutritionists available for consults. She is trained in CMHIMP

which integrates natural remedies and nutrition in treatment to achieve the desired results. Treating the entire body and ensuring everything is in balance is imperative to healing

psychologically. Jacqui attends holistic healing trainings on an annual basis to stay current with the practice. 

Jacqui developed a passion for working with children at a young age. She worked with children with Autism in the North Carolina school system where she helped to design a

program for children with Autism so they could be integrated with general ed classes. Her dream was to incorporate children with animals as a way to heal from mental illness

and life stressors. She is a passionate individual who will go above and beyond for her clients. Office hours are flexible to meet the needs of busy clients. Video sessions are also

offered for established clients. 

Licensure: I am licensed by the Board of Behavioral Health in the state of Arizona LPC-15857. Please feel free to verify my license through www.azbbhe.us. 

Jacqueline Lauko (Johnson), NCC, MC, LPC

As a young girl, horses helped me build confidence and determine what I wanted to do with my life. My
horses have pushed me to overcome traumas and interpersonal struggles in my own life. I would like to

share their healing power with others.
“

”
 

We Love To Meet New Clients
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Please get in touch!
Interested in our services? Get in touch with us via the form below and we'll get back to you as soon as possible! If you don't hear back from us within

24 hours then please send an e-mail directly to skyetherapysolutions@gmail.com due to technical difficulties...

Skye Stables: Elliot and Lindsay in Gilbert
*By appointment only*

Contact Us - Send An Email

Skye Therapy Solutions, PLLC
Owner: Jacqueline Lauko (Johnson), MC, NCC, LPC

Employee: Jordan Helms, LMSW 585-356-2171 Office 1910 S. Stapley Dr. #221 Mesa
Employee: Erin Deeley, BS 480-406-4515 Stable 732 N. 82nd St. Mesa 

 

Name *

Email Address *

Message *

Click here to edit text

mailto:skyetherapysolutions@gmail.com
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Address

Jordan's office:
1910 S. Stapley Dr. #221 
Mesa

Skye Stables for Jacqui's services
Elliot Rd. & Lindsay Rd. 

Contact 

480-297-8232
skyetherapysolutions@gmail.com

Hours

Hours
Mon 8:00-6:00
Tues/Thurs 8:00-6:00
Wed 7:00-6:00 
Fri 8:00-6:00 (groups)
Sat Office based open
Sun: Closed

Social
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